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Introductory Statement A

The Center for Social Or'ganization of Schools has two primary objectives:

to develop a scientific knowledge of how schools affect their students, and to

use this knowledge to develop better school practices and organization.

The Center Works through three programs to achieve its objectives. The'Policy
a

Studies in School Desegregation program applies the basic theories,of social organi-

ztionuof schools .to study the internal conditions of desegregated schools, the

feasibility of alttrnative desegregation policies,and the interrelation of school

desegregation with other equity issues- such as housing and job desegregation. The

School Organization program is currently concerned with authority-control structures,

task structures, reward systems,rand peer group processes in schools. It has pro-
4

duced a large-scale study of the effects of open schools, has developed the Teams-
,

Games-Tournament (TGT) instructional Process fOr teaching various subjects in

elementary and secondary schools, and has produced a computerized system for school-

wide attenance.monitoring. The School Process and Career DeVelopment prOraM.is

studying transitions from high school to-post secondary institutions and the role

of schooling in the development of career plans and the actualizatiOn of labor

..market outcomes.

This report, prepared by the School Prodess and Career Development Program,

-

extends the program's examination of the effects of curriculum placement on educational,

attainment.

..
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Abstract

t.

Utilizing longitudinal survey data from, a subsample of a national sample

of youth°contacted in the 9th, 11th, and 12thigrades, an elaborated "school ,
-

\

process" model is evaluated to determine the differential antecedentS and

c nsequences of high-school curriculum placement. The effects of curriculum

different a Lion on academic achievements.(both relative and absolute), educational

goals., two behavi r relating to educational goals (application to and acceptance

by a college), and social- ports for educational attainTent are considered.

Pre-curriculum controls at the u tor hig; level on these outcomes provide a

stringent assessment of tracking effectsuiot available in prior research. Socio-

economic characteristits of students influence cur iculum enrollment in high

school almost totally through their effects on achieveme , goals, and .

encouragement duYing.junior high schoolT Net of numerous pre- 11Ment control

variables, curriculum placement has important-effects on educational outcorr
o

es

in the junior and senior years; serving both to mediate-the effects of prior

,variables in the model end to contribute uniquely, to the explanation of these

outcomes. Curriculum assignments and consequences reVealed in the analysis are

- interpreted in light of "functional " vs. "conflict" theories of educational

. .

Stratification, end it is concluded that neither provides an entirely adequate4
--7 ,

eplanation-of such differentiation.
t

,
..

- v------.,-- ,

.A*4,
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CurriculueTracking and Educational.Stratifieation

In his 1976 Presidential address before the Southern Sociological Sdciety,
P

Alan Kerckhoff (1976) offered a critical appraisal of recent status_ ttainment

research. He quite correctly observed that this literature, especial.ly tbe .so-
,

s 1
I

called "school process" modelin9, generally has neglected organizational and.
.

structural arrang&ents whith may constrain educational opportunities and

outcomes. 'Nis imbalance reflects the errdtIring influence of the initial .

7 . .
"WisCOnsin" social-psychological models of educational stratification (Sewell,

,.

Haller, and Ohlendorf,1970; Sewell.,- Haller, and Portes, 1969). In atteojpting

to°uhderstand how status origini'affect educational and socioeconomic.attainments,

these studies focused on mechanisms of socialization and on their importance in

. -.' shaping students' motivations and values. -

As.a complement to the social-psychological perSpective of the Wisconsin

framework, Kerckhoff advocates consideration of structural constraints in the
-

social orgaKization of schooling With may condition educational outcomes entirely.

independently of the kinds ofinterpersonal,and subjective processes so important

to the Wisconsin model. The few studies to have included selection and allocation.'S

mechanism's in models (e.g., Alexander and Eckland, 1975; Alexander and McDili,

1976; Heyns, 1974; Hauser, Sewell, and Alwin, 1976; Rosenbaum, 1975) buttress.

Kerckhdff's position. These studies All have focused on curriculum differentiation,

examining how track membership provides access to various educational resources

and promotes .or retards achievement. Whether one is enrolled in a college or a

non-college track has been found to be of considerable consequence across a broad

' range(Of outcomes,.including'academic performance, encouragement from significant,

ottfers,educational goals,- and self-coliCeptionS of competence-.

The study by Alexander and McDill (1976) is the,most recent-and compre- _
,

bensive ofthese inquiries. SinCe the present paper builds upon their effort

r
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in several respects, we first briefly review their findings and then de op

the ways in which this report e3y,ends and refines their work.

Alexander and McDill considered the importance ci selected.social backgiound .

1 .
/

.
t i

and demographic characteristics for enrollment in a college-preparatory program
,

N s _
.

and the consequences of spch enrollment for a number of important educational

outcomes. In terms of curriculum.sorting, perhaps- their most interesting finding

was'the substantial influence.of status origins, which was almost as important as

Measured ability in determining track placement. Curriculum membership'itself

was ftiund to exert appreciable influence:On all subsequent outcomes, serving both

to mediate the effects of background characteristics and to contribute. uniquely

to their determination. Finally, the importance of track placement for subjective .

outcomes, was partly indirect, noising educational plans and self- esteem largely

through its more immediate effects on the likelihood of associating with high

tatuS, high ability, and college-oriented peers ,and by either enhancing or

depressing academic performance:, Curriculum differentiation.thus,was-identified

as contributing tq the maintenance of-status advantages and disadvantages through

the educational.system by transmitting much of the influence of status origins

upon alproal range-of schooling outcomes.'

These conclusions, while suggestive and' potentially quite important, never-

theless are both incomp)ete-and tentative., Their incompleteness refers to

substantive issues'not resolVed by their analyses. 'Their tentativeness der.ives,
Atd ,

from data limitations, shared byeall of the curriculk effedts studies cited

above, which might elcaggerate th0 apparent importance of track placement.

With regard to data limitations, Alexander and McDill lacked precurriculum

enrollment controls their various school process outcomes. tinder such
.

circumstances, the interpretation of "ourrIculum effects"_as uch must be

advanded with caution. Simply put, the possibility thatitudents enrolled in,

say, a college preparatory program were,advantaged initially on any particular
; , '

'0.4



dr trio/me, rather than that advantage deriving from such enrollment and attendant :

educational experiences, cannot be rejected. Obviously, the "selection and

allocatiOn" interpretation of curriculum effects on plans,, achievement, or any

other educational outcome'wOuld be more secure were pre-enrollment levels of

S.

that outcome controlled. Lacking such longitudinal data, none,of the curriculum

effects research available to date has attempted such a stringent evaluation,

which is one of the intentions of the present project. to so doing, we also will

calculate the degree of upward bias in curriculum parameters,estimated in the

absence of such co(htrols.

Assuming, as we do, thatkcurriculum placement remains an important con-,

straint upon edkationel attainment even after more adequate evaluation, many

,

important, ubstantive issues remain to be addressed. While much of the available
1

literaturhas coneentrated On the consequences of track membership, little has

been learned of the mechanisms of curriculum sorting beyond the documentation

,'$ important social backgrouad and demographic diff,,,,es in track placement.

This neglect of allocativ'e processes is particularly unfortunate in view of,the

apparent advantage of high status youth in achieving entree to college preparatory

progragi (Alexander and Eckldna, 1975; Alexander and McOill, 1976). :pie present

eff6rt should help clarify the Mechanisms by which high:status'66gins actually

promote college track placement. The direct transmission of status advantages
.

will be diftinguished from that deriving from status differeaCes in socialization
. ,

patterns and academic performance.

-4 The present research also considers a more inclusive,set of educational

outcomes than have prior studies. Our myels.includeas outcomes riot only.

educational goals, academic achievement; and the social supports provided by

significant others, birt also whether the respondent has applied to college and,

having-applied, been accepted, .

s 10
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Goals of college attendance do not, in themselves, lead, to college enrollment;
,

indeed,'no secondary, school achievements nor background characteristics will
,

seuire a college eduCation unless application for such is made. Knowledge of. -

the common and uniqUe determinants of both goals and goal-oriented behaviors will

-contribute to a'bette'd" nderttanding'Of why some youth suceessfulA negotiate

thetrgnsition from hi, gh school to college, while others, perhaps, equally
.

motivated, do not.

THEORETICAL AND ANALYTICAL MODEL,

.. ,, d
Figure 1 presents the model guiding the present analyses. The model is

4

fully recursive'between blocks; variables within blocks do not affect one_another

directly, but are permitted to have orrelated structural disturbances: Ordihary
, -

least_squaresregmssion-prec-edures re used to estimate the structural, parameters..

F gore 1.4OLitliere

The specification of the model eserves brief comment,',.Socloeconomic back- ).,

ground-characteristics and the ascri ed traits of race and sex'are exogenous.

. Following common practice, ability is considered. endogenous to these background

char9qeristics. This specification emits estimation of the total effects of

SES backgrOund and demographic charact' istiCs upon achievement, curriculum place-
, twu

3 L.Th
me
yr ,nt, and other outcomes through reduced form equations and provides upperbound

,

,..

estimates of Possible background influence upon measured ability. T$is positioning
.'-----,...----

of ability will not affect estimates °flits total effects upon the later outcomes.
- .

,-,
..,

A block of variables measured in the ni th grade, in junior bigNschooli
.C.

ntiappears.next,erxening between the exogeno s and ability measures and the
..;

'student's senior MO school curriculum enrollment. Inclusion of these variables
. .. ,- ..

.

ineaSuring preyious academic achievement, moti trati ons, and sociil supports,will
.

i

i"
.

4
serve. to secure more accurate estimates of.the upique contributiOn of curriculum

enrollment to senior high school outcomes, improving upon the mod el specificatibns
I

,

4
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empllpyed in previous studies of curriculum effects. Additionally, we expect .

that \',hese mechanisms will mediate much of the ES°effects on curriculum , .

,

. enrollment, as well as increase our ability to predict enrollment in
4,

a college. .
.V-

preplory track.

Senior high,school.curriculum enrollment, although ascertained in 1967,

. .

has been placed,causally prior to other 1967 outcomes. The 1967 data were

collected in the eleventh grade, after most curriculum assignments had'been

.made --.usually in the tenth rade. We thus assume that curriculum placement

may mediate influencei-of all prior variables upon all later outcomes.' 'Prior

encouragements and achievements should influence°track placement; curriculums
, -

.

membership should, in turn, affect later achieveMents as well as the likelihood .

of associating withcollege-oriented_peers (Parsons, 1959) . Finally,; the'
)

, , .

labelling of students as'either college-bound or notpould-temper the encouragement

received from parents and'Oters for pur's'uit of post-s-econdary education..

Standardized test scores, educational'expectations, and senior class rank.
,

all have been examined in earlier research, and are included in. this inquiry as -
,

well. The remaining two outcomes are behi'Vtors directly related to the prob46111t

of post-secondary education. Application to college is generally necesvary'in
'

, -

.

order to attend college, and acceptance by arivinstitution of' higher education is

. .

a prerequisite. Table ldocuments the fact that a much larger proportion of

seniors express college goals (63%) than have.been.accepted for college (19 %), or
A .

even applied to a college (45%) as of January *Ind February of their senioryear.

The extent of such. discrepancies between expressed intentions and the behaviors

necessary for their implementation suggests the imporCnce Anderstanding the

.

determinants of these goal-oriented behaviors.

SAMPLE

The sample is a subset of the cohort of students in the Academic Growth

St4dy (Educational Testing Service,, Princeton, New Jersey)-who were contacted

; 19
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in the fall of 1965 while they were in the ninth grade, and recontacted in the
0

fall of the eleventh (1967) and winter (January and Februailf) of the twelfth'

.grades in high school. In* the ninth and eleventh grades students Wer`t

administered.WAT (School and' College Ability Tests; see ETS, 1957a) verbal and

quantitative .batteries,, six STEP tests. (Sequential Tests. of Educational Progress;

see ETS, 1416) and an attitude questionnaire. In the senior year the- students
,

completed a brief questionnaire largely concerned with post-secondary school plans,

and were administered the PSAT-verbal.and quantitative battery: ,The 107 students

. Who form the sample for the present analyses are those who were enrolled in

comprehensive '(as opposed to vocational) high schools and for whom complete

data 'were available on all variables of interest. They are enrolled in eight high

schools in three large school districts-across the United States; approximately

14 percent of de sample is Black and approximately'55 percent' is' female.2

VARIABLE$
.1, . .,

A4 '.. . - _
-.. ' Background data on father's education and Occupation, mother's education,,

. .

and dwelling unit size/were obtained .from the 1965 and 1967 questionnaires. The
0

1g67 responses were4ven priority due to 'minor coding irregularities in 1965; if

.

t.'
..

31967 responses wereflot 'awilable, however, 1965 responses were used. Ani .

. -. L
.

c
,.

ability.measure--the total SCAT score in 1965 -- and sex and racg information
,, : 4

°also are Inducted. The latter-two variables were ascertained froM:ichool records

-

$ . i a

.and from cotinselors or yearbookS, respectively. . ,, . . .
4 e .14- ,

Pre- curriculum enrolThent (i.e., ninth grade) controle were obtainelffrom

the 1965 questtonnOre. These included curriculum plans (dichotomized as
6,

.- (academiciother),
4

eers'.educational plans (percent of frie9ds planning to, go'to

? .:college,withyalues,of 10, 30, 5070, 90'permissjble), degree of maternal and

paternal-encouragement
.

to go to college (with the five original Likert-type
. v

"

4.
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response options being assigned values corresponding to the percentages

available for the peers' plans measure), and educational expectations (dfchoto-

mized as college/other). The totalSTEp.battery score from the ntnth grade

was included as a measure of academic achievement.

Senior High School data on intervening and outcome varTables were.obtained

during the junior and senior,years. Peers' educational plans, and paternal .and materal

encouragement for college were obtained from the 1967 eleventh grade questionnaire.'

Curriculum enrollment was taken/from school records when possible;, where these

data 'were unavailable, the student'S report of his/her curriculum enrollment /
0

from the questiopnaiee mist empi oyed .5 The eleventh 'grade total STEP score is

employed es an academic achievement measure. Other outcome variables are the

116

student's educational plans in the senior year and information on whether the '

student had applied to and, if sd, then been acc4ted by a college, all

obtained from the senior questionnaire. The PSAT' (Preliminary Scholastic

Aptitude Test) or SAT verbal and quantitative tests were administered by the ETS
- I

staff (PSAT) or obtained froril school records (SA p. Thesetesting data tap
,

academic achievement at the end of high school. IPSAT scores were multiplied by
1

.

10 to place them on the same metric .as the SAT, the latter scores being employed

where available.
6

Senior class rank, an indicator of relative achievement, was

' obtained' from school records. The means, standard deviations and metric infor-

mation for all variables are presehted in Table

Table 3 About }ere

.e

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION o
41'

'Our disCussion will be organized,saroimd three .general question's: (1.)

.164 are the Mechanisms y which socioeconomi/ background _affects curriculum

, .
', '' I

,,... - ,,e...,,,,,-r---;..,
. i, .- .,, 1 ..--

placeiretif; '121 What of ect does curriculum lacement have upon senior high

school achieVements (OS lute and relative) goals,. and behaviors des ghed to."

,i
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implement these goals when pre- enrollment controls are included; (3) How

severely biased are estimates of curriculum effects when pre-enrollment moti-

vations and achievements are not controlled? Following precedent (Alexander

and McDill, 1976; Heyns, 1974; Hauser, et al., 1976), we conduct our dialysis

on a matrix of within-school variances an covariances. This procedure 'el Writ-

ates from the. data matrix systematic differences from school-to-school, thus

focusing onselectipp and allocation processes within schools.

Our results are presented in a series of tables organized around the major

.0.stages-of the model depicted in Figure 1: Table 2 focuses von determinants of

curriculum plkement, with its terminal outcome being 'senior high, school track
.

membership; Table 3 extends the framework to consider other eleventh grade

outcomes, including academicachievement and social supports for college; Table

4 contaAns parameterOtimates for the 'final stage of the model, senior year

attainments. Throughout we employ the strategy of successive reduced-form.f
equation estimation recommended by Alwin and Hauser"(1975) for calculating

the total, direct, and, through Simple subtraction, indirect effects-implicit in

o recursive models.

The SES-Curricul um Linkage--7 1a

% a

Only moderate proportions of variance in pre-enrollment motivations and. . .,.
social supports are accounted for by background, characteristics and ninth grade

ability. Curriculum plans (-24%_explained variance) and Peer Plans .(17% ."
_

. , ..

explained variance) are the most predictable of, these early school process

variables. -In the structural equations, ability generally dwarfs the effects
. . ., .... i ,,. _

of socioecOnoM ic factors and-uniquely explains from 2- to 3 percent additional

variance in the parental encouragement outcomes, 7. or $p'ercent for e.ducationalIi .. . ,..-.

goals and .ped-s
.

'.

)

plans, arld 16 percent for curriculum plans Females are
.$

A

disadvahtaged relative to, males with regard to all outcomes except achievement
-

15
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and,especially are lacking ih parental and peer support for post-Secondary

schooltng. Blacks, on the other hand,'receive somewhat more maternal encour-'

agement and have higher expectations (incudim plans for enrollment in a

college track) once ability is controlled; these effects are, however, guite, '

modest (see also Debord, Griffin and Clark, 1977; Hout and Morgan, 1975;

Kerckhoff and Campbell, 1977; Portes and Wilson, 1976):

Table.2 about here

In the reduced form equation, all SES and demographic variables (with

the exception of the acquisition Index) are significant determinants of track

placement, with sex being the most important oaf these (although the aggregated

SES effect, at .263 not reported in tables], is larger yet). The inclusion of 1

ability generally reduces, but does not exhaust, these direct effects. The

blocked SES effect, for example, drops to .163 after measured ability is

added. When controls for junior high school motivations and social supports

are added to the equation, these exogenous influences are reduced still furtkr,-

generaljy to the point of substantive triviality. Even,the aggregated SES
)110.

effect is quite small, at .091. Thus, almost two-thirds of the influence of

socioeconomic origins on track placement is accounted Thr by the various pre-'

curriculum school process variables considered here .7- academic ability -and

achievement, educational goals and curriculum plans and the social supports

provided by parents and friends. The only background characteristic whose'

importance is, largely independent of these intervening mechahisms is sex, whose

structural toefficient.remains two-thirdsthe size of its reduted form counter-

-
part (Alexander and Eckland; 1974, similarly found little" transmission 'of sex

differences through- such mechanisms). Even the substantial influence of nin.l.h

grade ability on eleventh' curriculum placement is largely mediated through ,grad;

these intervening mechanis-ms,.with total and direct effects of .458 andi.lti

respectively., Moreover, these pre - enrollment sCh6O1 process influences .:V.

16-
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1

'contribute uniquely to the prediction of track memUership,,as evidenced by
;

4.

the increment in'R2 from .280 to .380 upon their a dition to the curriculum
A

equation. In the fihal (structural) ,equation abil-4ty, achievement, and ninth

grade curriculum plans are; identified as the major direct determinants of.

enrollment in a college track. In-

background indicators and race are

,These results suggest that we

,

linkages' by which high status origi

contrast, the direct effects of all

i . . 4

negligible.
;

status

have indeed identified some Of the important

ns enhance one's .prospects for enrollment
, .

iti'a college track (or, conversely, by which low stay origins impede such
I .

prospects). High status youth benefit from a syccession o( modeSt advantages .

over the course of their early school careers; These, in the logregafte, practi-
.

.

cally exhaust the relevance of statusforigins for curriculum placement. By the

time of entry into secondary school, higher status students already express,

somewhat higher levelg of educational expectations. and plans to pursue an

academic program of study,9 are more involved in peer networks supportive of

academic pursuits and receive more parental support for college plans than their

lower status, even equally'able lower status, classmates. These, then, are the

more proximate determinants of track piaceittent and high status Youth are somewhat:

advantaged on each of them. Other ascribed statuses',..on the otherl.hand, affect

'track placement quite differently. The primary reason for the lesser likelihood

of blacks 'enrolling in a_college track' is their lower average test:scores. With

ability controlled, blacks actually are somewhat more likely to enroll inn on

academic program. Thomas, Alexander and Eckland (l977) report a similar finding

w for a larger, nationally representa?i ye' sample ,of high: school students'. Finally,

.

, ..
..... , ..--: -

. . , ,

the disOdvantage experienced .by *men_ with_regard to,the-likelihood of enrolling__

<= In -a College track is largely irtdependerWaf -all of these'methanisms

Curriculum Effects on Eleventh* Gl-ade- Outcomes 2 /

. .
.

-Table3 presents the results for, eleVenth gradebut*et. In Table 3
i2.

and

7



Table'4, which_follows) we are concer d mainly with establishing the extent to

,

which curriculum placement conditions access to various educational resources
a'

.,

and either ehhances or retards academic achie e ents. To simplify the presentation
, X. .

..

so hat, We-disre rd the causal relat ,.ns a on pre,-curriculum.yariables and

treat

outcomes.

rmined relative ;to Orriculumplacment and subsequent

A : °.

i
ThfCcurriculum-eftects in Table 3 are pervasive, but modest thrOughout. 9

Table 3 About Here

\
College track placeMent enhanctis eleventh grade achievement even when ability

. . .

and ninth grade achievement are ccibtrolled. The gain on the Combined STEP

score is about one fourth (28 percent) of a within-school standard deviation.
. ,

Other influences'on achievement are largely as anticipated, with Measured ability

-':and prior achievement having the only other appreciable effects (even the

aggregated total effect of SES background is trivial, at .038).

Each of the structural equations for parental and peer support for post-
.

secpndary schooling exhibit's a similar pattern of influences. Having haa college-
:

4\

ororiented friends in the ninth grade is the principal determinant of the cres-,.

ponding eleventh grade associations, while curriculum and prior achievements

have secondary, and about equal, implications for such peer relajions. Parefits'

encouragemen.t of their children's aspirations for college also responsive tp,.
, IN

track place:Ment (ar,'al least, students. in.academic 'tracks are likely to perceive

such encoblagement). In the.structueal equations for 11;rentaLencoUragement,

curriculum placement has he second strongest effect, second only Wthe cpr-
e

_ respondih ninth grade parental encouragements. All other direct effects in the

.
,

three equ tions are negligible (even 'the blocked SES effects rangewfrom only1

-_..,_ x. 1
.,-. .

,.,
...,,...,--z.- -...,-,, -_,-.--- - -_:_ -.4- ..i.- .

''' "'.0-44`-to-'1-1-6):.:. Fbi-- all infer'perional outcorsi the ,importance of cgrriculum--place-
, .

...--,-.

ment is 14rOly in transmiting prior infl.O.nces, bdt,it'afso uniquely induces an.
,

, re _- ,, ,
.

addition 1 timotthree'-percentvriral 0 VaridnCe. These strike us as rather
.h. .., ,

. _.,,

',impreSSi6 figures- in view of the tensive'Aptrols, on prior achievements, abilities;
. , = , ,

.
,

I
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and nicrtivations. in these equations.

SENIOR YEAR OUTCOMES

Table,.4 presents the last pOrtion of the model, which involves a broad range

of senior year outcomes -- verbal and quantitative standardized test'scores,

senior class rank, educational goals, whether the student' had applied to college

and whether..liershe.had been adniitted.

Table 4 About Here, -'
-

Curriculum placement contributes little to verbal achievement in the senior

Year -- either before or after the inclusion of .eleventh glide Outcomes. In the

structural equation for..the verbal P/SAT, eleventh grade achievement, ninth grade

achievement, and ability are the major direct determinants, in that order. In

the structural equation for:math performance, on the other hand, track placement

is of some importance in addition to prior achlevements and aptitudes --

being in a college track is worth about 26% of an overall and 27% of a pooled

within-school-standard geviatiOn On the P/SAT quantitative battery. These

differenCes in the determinants of 'verbal and quantitative wrformance might

sugge'st that math achievement benefits from specialized course enrollment more

so than does verbal perforinance. 01

Although college preparatory work generally enhances. studerits' absolute
s 1,-'41

achievements during senior high school, it has virtually no effect on a relative

measure, class rank. Thus, these data SUggest -that :higher grades,,aild- thus

kigher-class rank; are not disproportiOnately allocated to students,,in academic

tracks' over-and above what might: be expected frorr-their .somewhat higher ,.., es

and aChievementS: VTS-a--:v is non-ckllege 'prepaVatory- track students. The distr. -

si on o'f-grades_withlii each iroad stirriculUm thus,.ippear,S to _

f4110re.. to be ad-Corded for mastery, ,or 1,agi(th'erep:f, of,program-

dr.;,_ These findings are somewhat at Variance With previous
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results (Alexander and McDill, 1976), suggesting the need for detailed data on

the administrative practices that govern relative achievement. Such practices

might include differential weighting of grades in college versus non-academic
..

.

tracks, extra credit being given for accelerated or advanced placement courses,

and the like (see footnote 7)..:Finally,-females, on the average, rank about

percentage

.

. .

5 epoints above men. 'Obviously, we cannot ascertain from these data

whgther '.'femaleness"'in this context reflects better study habits, more diligence.
. . . ,

regarding completion of homework assignmeqs,less disrupt4.ve classroom behavior --
.

. .

iilfshort,close.r approximation to the ideal student prototype onceiability and-

achievement levels'are controlled -- or whether it represents Only the teachers'

presumption that young womenitry harder and are more cooperative than males (see

Boocock, 1972, for a discussion of this issue).

-Track placemenl appears to have especially marked consequences for goal-
0

orientation. Knowledge of a student's curriculum membership uniquely explains.

-

about eight percent of the variance in senior year educational goals even after

controlling for prior (ninth grade) goals. In libt; its structural

effect is just under twice that of these earlier expectations and its addition

to the prediction equation reduces to triviality the direct -*act of exogenous

variables (other than race), ability, ninth grade achievement and curriculum goals,
. .

and earlier social supports for college attendance. When later, eleventhgrade

controls are added, the direct of curricilium isonly slightly reduced,

, 'remaining by far the. most important directdeterminapt Of,eaUcational goals.,

Enrollment in a col Tegepreparatory trac,k increases out 30 percent the
.

:tk, ..,' 6

105' S'probability that students will plan in their senior-yeartq.continue their, ed-

ucation in comparison to equally able,'motivated, and'encOuraged youth in non-
_ _. .

rams.academic programs. Prior goals eTeventh grae,achievements status origins

and.peer-supports alSOAmpact moderately on exPectations. - ,
----,' / -



In view of the extensive controls in the siructural,equation, this direct

impact of curriculum -on educational goals is, to us, especially noteworthy. How-
.

ever,' itiliiTretation of these effects is,not unambiguous. Many stridents in

college - preparatory tracks may express college intentions merelypecause they

een chosen and labelled by their high schools `as having college potential.

This "halo" need not mo ivate behaviors designed_ tosiecure further education,

and thus may be rather tin, ortant_in transmitting status advantages to these

individuals as adults. In#O\th'Ai. instances colle§e orientations might reflect the

fact that students in academic prop .ms have been disproportionately counselled
. ,

and encouraged to apply to college.b. achers, counsellors, and parents and as.

a result have done so (Heyns, 1974); thus the fact that college track membership

encourages motivating aspirations is an impoAant product of curriculum differen- '

tiation and allocation. In still other.circUiiist
0
nces,..thAse "educational plans"

may only refledt certain-knowledge of prior aocept5 ce by a college, and thus

may have little motivational relevance (Kerckhoff, 19 ).. Curriculum allocation

in thistinstance might merely affect the initial mechanics of college application,
..

rather than structure ambition. ,in short, ihterpretation of the impact of track

'segregation upon educational "goals" would differ decidedly depending upon,whioh

Of these various aliernatiVts actuaTlyobtafne.
4*`

In the _prediction of application.to College, the addition-of trick membership

to the equation containing background and pre-enrollment controls .increases the
. . ..:..c,....k0A

,

. ,,,..,...

coefficient,Of determination four. Percent: Curriculum is identified as the

major direct determinant of the likelihood of so applying, substantially reducing,

the direct contributions,of ability and junior higivschool achievements. As

before with educatiOhal goals, the, inclusion .of Controls fobeteventhograde

supports.d achieyements r ed ute s o nly slightlithe,saliente of an, .academic '
. ,

curriculum for college application.' Realizing fhe'importancd of the applcation

4_
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.

*,.., i
.>

procedure for continuing ohe:s education beyond hig1 h* sChool, these results are
.. .

quite. relevant tt adult attainment .and in.dicite the fruitfulness .of a structural

act
a co

or

ara=

.

view of adolescent attainment. . Enrollment in college- prepara=tory program
-r .. .

, . markedly increases the likelihood4F-.by about, peeCeft as suggested by these
. -

ata -- of applying to college over whQ.t would be expected for students similar

in all other respects save their enrollment in a .02h-academic track.
.

° e a .1 rl0

Within the confines of our model; the role.of academic track membership In/

securing admission to a college is similar
t
taitt,Drole in formulating college'
.

_ .

orientations and attempts'to secure college acceptant e. It ugiquely contributes

..

to explained variation (two percent) and mediates prior ihfluences. Again,

'it-remains clearly the most important direct,determinant of the senior year out -

'dome -- tn the structural equation in which
e

controls'are inCluded'for background,

ability, and both pre- and post-enrollment adievemerits. and 4kovial supports,

membership in an academic program in high sCilool °increases by .13 the probability
,

of,being accepted by a college. Other direct influences, althoUgh statistically

significant, are substantively trivial. This holds even for the aggregated.

effects of SES, with total and direct effects of 094 and .073, respectively.
4

, - .
Expectations td attend, application to, en&acceptaPce by a college are by -.

% .
.

.
no means equivalent. Asnoted earlier; 63 percent Ofthes.e studepts express'
- , . ,-:

college goals, 43 percent have applied to and percent have been accepted,
. .

bye college. A comparison of the raw coefficients Or the impact of curriculum
I

placement in theAtructural equations for these thred outcomes reveals an iy;

verse-relationship between the impact of-academic track membesh'pand- the-con-
,

creteness of the outcome."Plans" to attend coilegel,perhaps un0Zunded

aspiration,_ Are enhanded most by academit-Jrack*placementI.the taking -of steps

"to 'pure admission to a college next so,'anactual acceptance by apotlege

least. The overall predictabilitTbf-these,,outcomes from our model also is

'=0 -
0
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*

4

related inversely to the'probability of attending college: we, can predict 40

percent'of the variance for college plans, 34 percent. for application to and

7

16 percent for acceptance by a 'college. '

4

It'should also be noted,however, that estimates of the direct effects of

curriculum presented here -- certainly in the case of ADMITED and possibly in,

the case ofAPPLIED likely are somewhat upwardly biased due to.misspecification

of the relationships among these endogeho yariables. The causal,relationships

between goals, applitation,' and acceptance 41-erotimmediately apparent due to
47,4r.

. .

their simultaneous measurement late' in the4enior year, of hignIchool.. The

exact nature of plans for further education are, in this model (as to most such

research), undetermined. They might .reflect vague aspirations, motivating

influences, Or concrete knowledge of prior acceptance by college. . In shorO

causality potentiallywirl vary across different subsamples of students

depending upon the. amount of information available to them regarding their actual

likelihood of attendance. Further effort to disentangle, the relationships -among

these three outcomes would be tangential to our major interests and will pot '

be pursued here, although an effort to do so is in progress' (Cook and Alexander,

.

TIE IMPORTANCEOF PRE-CURRICULUM CONTROLS

The, pre-enrollment e., junior high schOo3) controls are,generally, with

the exception ;of ninth 'grade achieiement, rather poorly 'predicted by our-Model,

suggesting that extensive and perhaps novel elaboration of the,traditional school

process fratework would.be rgquired io do bdtter. Nevertheless, these outcomes
.

4' themselves do cdntribute to our understanding of how curriculum placement

affects adolescent achievement. 'Pre-curriculut'enrollment controls for achieve-
.4 - -

.00
ment,totivations,.and4ociaT-supports g all*erve several functions. As

noted earlier; they mediate'altost alrof the fects of exogenous variables

4 t



on curriculum enrollment, as well as absolutely increase by '10 percent the

explained variance in enrollment in a college track. They also mediate prior

influences and, more importantly, induce substantial Unique variability in

,senior high-school outcomes subsequent to curriculum enroltent relative to

that obtained when background-and ability alone are used to explain these

outcomes. A further reason fop. concerning ourselves with junior high school

outcomes is documented in Table 5: when these controls are not included in

the prediction equation for'senior high school outcomes, the total effects

of curriculum enrollment are markedly overestimated as compared to the

criterion estimates in the corectly,specifted 1model (see lines A to C, Table

5). These pre-enrollmedt controls generally attenuate estimates of curriculum

influence from twenty to fifty percent. While such reductions are contjdOrable

and suggest the need for caution in acceptinguncritically the

results of similarly misspecified models, this quite stringent evaldation

reveals the consequences of tract placement to, be /pervasive and frequently

substantial. Thus, while earlier inquiries may have exaggerated the precise

magnitude of'tracking influences, their interest in selective and allocative,

.mechanisms as constraints on adolescent achievement has not been misplaced.

Table 5 About Nem

°SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Our analyses address Many of the issues raise&but otsesolved in earlier

researdron high school tracking. Our results suggest tha the socioeconomic

characteristics of students do affect their; curriculum enrollment but do sp

.N\, - 4

almost exclusively-through their influence upon achievendnts, goals, and 7

efitouragegentS by' others liflurifortighsthool. Although these junior high,

school outcomes are poorly predicted from the background characteristics-included ',
.
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.

<.

in our. model, they nevertheless are of considerable consequence:
,

they mediate

prior influences; are quite important for senior hjgh school curriculum placement;
.

, 6.
0 .

and predict later encouragements and goals better than any other variables

included in the analysis.
-

Even with pre-enrollment-control's, however, the importance of airriculuM

placement for junior year and senior year outcomes is marked. In particular,

tracking consistently affects educational goals, artd goal-

oriented bellavio'rs ihthe twelfth grade, often being the_most important factor

.

%.. . 4
of those included in our model, Being in a college track increases the

.

. . . .

probability of applying to college'and enhances one's prospects for being .
....

.
,

admitted.. In these ways, sorting processes within high school may substantially

affect later socioeconomic attainments.

Two counterposed perspectjves maybe identified in the sociological and
i- I

educational literatures, and in popular thought, concerning the proper role
...\

Of curriculum differentiation in high school education. The'first maintains
. .

that resources should be allocated where they can achieve maximum returns

JParsons, 1959). More able students who have, in elementary and junior,high

school; demonstrated high achievement levels and are motivated to pursue

higher,educationlhould be provided access to an academically oriented, enriched

_high school learning environment. Students of lesser ability and past

performance, often despite desires for a college edUtation, are properly channeled

into general or vocational tracks. Thus, the argument goes, each group of
,

students ca6 be taught at a level appropriate 'to its potential. .Collee-bound

students are chal,le)ge-d, stretched (Rosenbaum, 1975),,and generally encouraged,

to achieve to their potential (Cicourelagd KitsuSe, 1963). Theey benefit frOm

(1) the more advanced material to which they are expoSed, (Zi'the faster pace

at which they-can progress by being insulated-from their less able peers, (3) the.
.'. f

comforting knowledge that they are, indeed, college materfal,.and (4) the

25
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atmosphere of enqpuragement from equally able peers, interested teachers and

counsellors (Heyns, 1974). Students who are judged, according to ability, past

. performance, interests and motivation, to be incapable of performing college,

work likewise benefit from their assignment to a non-college program of study

with their ,equals: (1) material is presented to them which is relevant to their

likely future adult- circumstances; (2) their self-concept does not suffer from

failure in competition with much more academically, able students (fee Coleman

et. al.,1966); and (3) material ,ispresented at a pace consistent with their

\ability,to absorb it. Curriculum differentiation therefore allocates scarce -

resource's in a manner beneficial to All concerined,.including the ollictive

,welfare of the larger social system.

_,Others, critics of tracking as it is presently practiced, suggest that

tracking channels scarce resources to those who have the least'need for them.

Students in non-college tracks,are denied access to students, teachers counselors,

and information which would broaden their interests, challenge their abilities

(Rosenbaum, 1975), and improve their performance (Heyns,,1974; Cicourel and

Kitsuse, 1963). they-are discouraged from competitionwith initially more

advantaged students and hence are not required, or.even encouraged, to strive

for academic excellence: They lookeedown upon by persons in academic

tracks as being somewhat stupid, suffer"from feelings of fnferibrity, and fail

to develop attitudes andinsights concerning education and institutional, .

functioning which-it/611d allow them to compete successfully with their more..r ., . .

advantaged classmates for.p st-schooling resources and rewards, (Gintis, 1971;

Bowles and Gintis, 19
.

M reover, they are shunted into curricula which will

impede their prospects for so cess in college should they persevere in their

co)le4e 'aspirations (Rams0y, 965) and more 'likely will be relegated to junior
...-

I.
and ommunity leges, fu th l!cooling out" their ambition (Clark, 1960;

?-.

lb

6
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Karabel, 1972).. They are, thereby, while still adolescents; subjected to
,

social forces beyond their control, or at least whose implications they cannot

fully appreciate, which may limit in important waystheir prospects for adult '

success. Thus, curriculUm differentiation benefits the advantaged and dis-

driMlnates against those
b

serving the interests of

most in need of.additional retources,,especially.

higher status paren4whO exploit.such mechanismi to
. -

their children's success. As the above suggests,legitimate and perpetuate

the literature critical of current school,organization typically develops two

cloSely linked, but sepatsable, themes. One emphasizes socioeconomic biases

/ ti

in educational policies and practices; the second involves the preference given

intelledtually advantaged, rather thankdeprived, youth.

Our data actually are somewhat supportive of the positions taken by both

Proponents and critics of tracking. The major determinants of curriculum

assignment are ability, junior high school achievement, and curriculum and

education4 aspirationEjin the ninth grade. However, over 60 percent of the

4-.4
variance in'placement is-left unexplained by these factors; thus, critema

11.. .

other than objeCtive ability and performance are quite important in,the alloca-
-

tion of resources to students. Furthermore, the total effects of the background

variables ip our model on curriculum placement document the tendency fyr 'higher

status students th.be streameddisproportionately into-college preparatory -

curricula and hence to receive its, attendant benefits.

Placement in acollege track does enhance achievements; goals, and social

suppoOts in senior high school and markedly increases the probability Of

application to and acceptance by a college. :Thus, the advantages accruing to .

sUch.students are cumulative; 'Their favored backgrounds and early academic
P

achievements increase-the likelihood of enrollment in a college track, which"

ti

O

..



accrues additional, wide-ranging educationalnefiti. Conversely, students

in non-academic tracks are,by virtue of ,such assignment, substantially

advantaged in their future educational careers. While such students are

recognized by both proponents and critics of tracking,as tiding initially
L.

academically disadvantaged,the former think it mostAudicitus that academic

resources be direct elsewhere while the latter cohtend that efforts to

close, rather tha widen, the gap between high andlow achievers should be

given first pri rity (Rosenbaum, 1975).

If stude is were in fact assigned to curricula strictly on the basis of

41.either "mer t" (i.e., performance and ability)* ascriptive statuses (i.e.,

socioecon is status, race, sex); then the consequences of these tracking

influen -s would at least conform to one or the other of the scenarios out-

lined bove. Actually, each is only in Part correct, and the'siijon is

even ore complex than either perspective'suggests. :Clearly, the different
if

curri ula dwindependently affect the achievements of their members, improving

those of acadeMic students, and depressing those of general and vocational track

membe s. Under an efficient meritocracy, hoover, students of equivalent

abili y and perfo;Mince woupl'nevei- be assigned to different curricula. Hence,

'no st dent's objective potential would be stifled and preference for such

pradii es would depend on whether one thought that resources are best allocatdd.

to the most or to the least.needy.' However', there actually is considerable

slippa e-in the process of curriculum sorting. - .Factors entirelywnrelated tot,

objecti ely assessed performance and potential are important determinants of

track a signment, and, hence, markedly influence a'student's subsequent academic
.-

career throu4W the simple administrative act of track placement. Two students

of equal ability,_ and past performance can'be,'and often are, assigned
, .

to different cuericula!
_ ,

t
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\
. These data cannot resolve what is fundamentally a.political and ideological

, question: whether benefiting the advantaged or the disadvantaged is the more
I

proper use of public resources. It is clear, however, that achievement-related

criteria are not the sole, or even major, bases of curriculum assignment. Students,

of similar potential often are, for as yet odetehnined reasons, placed in

different tracks, thereby expanding opportunities for one group and constricting

them for the other. 'At the same time, direct socioeconomic ascription in track . '

placement is almost negligible. Thus; to a considerable degree the benefits

associated with enrollment in a college program are available entirely independent

of status origins and academic achievement, suggesting ,thit neither functional

nor conflict theories adequately chlracterize the role of curriculum differentiation

in educ.ational and social stratification.

Differential tracking in.secondary schools thus *introduces academic inequalities

where none previously 'existed, and in so doing contributes independently to

educational ancrsocioecondMic inequalities. Such,unrecognized consequences of

adminiAtrative practices might be thought uhdesirabTe and undeserved by proponents

of eactrof the abo/e perspectives on the social organization ofscllooling.4
./

. ,
1

"!



FOOTNOTES
4

1. The grade structure of most of the schools in our sample (10 through 12)

also justifies this specification. Two of the eight high schools, however,

have earlier entry levels, one in grade nine and one in grade seven, possibly

invalidating our assumption that ninth grade measures are temporally, if

not causally, prior'to track placement. However, an analysis ofcovariance

trevealed few differences between these two schools and the other'six. Kno

ledge of whether the student was enrolled in one of these two As opposed

to any of the other six, together with ,all possible school interactions,
.

e #

.
added at most two percent explained variance over that obtained for the

.

structural equations reported in the text. Also, our use4of 1967 background

data assumes that parental status characteristics are relatively stable

over short periods of time (particularly.during their childrens' adolescent

years) and that later reports are likely more -valid than earlier, 1965, ones.

2. ARtrorimately 5600 students in 27 high schools in 17 communities took the

senior questionnaire in 1969; this figure establisheS an upper bound on the

longitudinal sample size. , Information on respondents' race, however, was

collected in only 3 communitiesin1967. After elimination of students with-
.

---

out race ilifortnationand non-participants in any wave of data acquisition,

we retainedabout 2400 persons in 10 high schools. Two schools were . ,

,

omitted because they were vocational rather than comprehensive Schoq,
,

,

'

i

1

leaving approximately 1900 students. The exclusion orstudents due to

1

missing data bn any particular-items-G-OM. analysss.reduced thesample to
.

..

the final Oze-of apOroximitely-1600.

,. .

, ,

Previous research (e.g., Porter,N1974; DeBbrd, Griffin, and Clark, 1977):,

has Lamented race interactions illsocial-psychologifWachievement-models
6 .

similar to thebrie estimated here. An analysis of coVariance-reveired
. .

.
.

, .

generaliy.neg)igible race5and sex'?nteractions in theseda4; thus ?permitting
, < ,



c.

our use of a pooled sample with race and sex dummy variables. The increase

-in R2 refulting from the inclusion of race and sex-interaction.terms to the

various equations of our model was, for most outcomes, approXimately

2 percent (absolute). Contrary to other studierof race and, sex differences,

we have used pooled within-school variances and covariances in_our analysis
3

(see below in text and also footnote 7). The proportion of blacks varied

across the eight schools in our sample as follows: .085; .091; :058; .399;

000; .008; .924; .058. Thus, when purging our data of all school-to-school

differences_we, in effect, remoVed,the marked betweenschOol differences in

racial composition. The remaining individual level within-school race
,

effects-t s are unconfounded ly school-to-school differences in racial

com sition, a possibly_quite----nnportantditererweenourapproach and

that employed in other research on race and sex differences;

For the 1607 cases the amount b. f data substitution .for the four outcomes was,:

FAOCC 2.9k; MOED 1.6%; fAED 2.8%; ACQUIS .2%.

'4. Whileihe present project contrsts CollegeTreparatory enrollment with
tit* .

all other curricula, this crude classification may well mask important

I

-
distinctions betwe n non-icadem'c tracks. Future research

(

on secondary

sNool tracking slip Id consider this possibility although,we believe the

1
.

college/non-college dichotomy reflects the'major curriculum distiktion

-, ihsbfar ap issues of educations;
1

stratificatiOn are concerned.
- ,

ti

5., The student's, report-IV/as employed in 7.5% of the1607 cases. -71
.

i

-.

r
.

.

6 '''0nly. about 14% of the scores on his variable are from the SAS'. The data i

e

available to us are EITHER PSAT OR SAT saves, the former having been

recorded if the school could furnish that info ation,-and the latter being
, . 1

recorded for all other'Students rom-the'ETS't sting session in the winter
.

. . -

Of the senior.Year.:jo render the scores comp tible, PSAT scores were -

31

.



multiplied by ,10, anP'acceptable method for achieving this end (' ulian

Stanley, personal communication). -
,

. .'- ,

7. Allowing'the slopes to vary across the eight schools A-creased ilre\within- ,.

school explained variance an average of'about 5% (absolutet) per ehdogenous

variable.' The,increment.in R
2
was significant at .05 the level for 11 Of

the 18 outcomes in the structural model. In particular, thelargest incre-

menp in explained variance were: 7% fort- EDEX-SR; 7% for APPLIED;' 10% for

ADMITED; and 9% for SRRANK. The increments for senior year outcomes resulted

from the addition- of 126 interaction terms to each of the structural

equations. Comparisons of the within-school parameter estimates across the

eight schools revealed no substantively meaningful patterns, altIough the
ev

specific determinants' of each §enior year outcome sometimes differed ,

marTcWT6.5iiriEKUUtzto-sch urtheriliore, when increments in 'explained

variance wftre computed from R2's adjUsted for the number of regressors in

each'equation the increments were essentially zero throughout.

8._ Using a procedure devised by Heise (1972)--, we have,calculated the aggregated
,

effects of the fout separate background indicators to facilitate comparison

4 4

of "SES " influences with other variabTes,in the model. The respective total

and direct SES effects for the various pre - curriculum controls are: A HV-9:

.261, .049; CUPL-9: EDEX-9: .202, .139; ,PRPL-9..265, .19 ;
5

FAEN-9: .178,-144; MOEN-9: .132,.1014, Thus, except for the three social

.

'support measures, 'the total effects of ability far exceed even the aggregated
. \

___. effects Of the SES indicators and,,; throughout, ability accounts for much of
..,,

, . , .
.

the infTpenc0" of status origins on later outcomes.
...

-, N
9. The notable 'effct ofninth-grade curriculum plans on subsequent enrollment.

.,,w
...,

suggests that there may-be considerable oluntarism in tracking decisions.

- Thus' the contrast between,"telectidn-allocation" perspectives and "sociali-

I

nation "-.models (Wckhoff, 1976) 'probably should not be too sharply dtawn

/



until more evidence is available on the bases of selection. Nevertheless,

the consequences of decisions, once made, might'be "allocative in nature,

regardless of the mechanics of the selection process.

10. There is, in fact, some suggestive evidence regarding the greater responsive-

ness of mathematics achievement,, as opposed to verbal achievement, to

specialized curricula'and coaching. See, for example, College Entrance

Examinatfon.Board,(1968),McDill and Rigsby (1973, pp. 63-5),Shaycoft (1967).

a

a

t

.
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ti

Father%s
Education

Mother's
Education

Father's-
Occupation

Acquisition
Score for
Size of,
Dwelling Un,it

Sex

Race

Ability
-* 1965 -4

*
Variables are blocked for simplicity of'presentation. The model is fully recursive; all prior
variables directly affect all later ones. Variables within blocks are not assumedstoklae causally!.
related; their structural_disturbances- are assumed to be correlated due to the omission Of variables
Which would simultaneously affect all of them. See text for a brief justificatiou'of the temporal
-specification of the modelespetially as concerning."curriculum placement."

.

Achievement
1965

Curriculum
Plans 1965

Educational
Expectations .

1.965

Peers' College
Plans 1965--

Father's.
Encouragement
for College

19.65

Mother's
Encouragement
for College

1965

Cufriculum
Enrollment

1967 ---A

Achievement
1967

Peers' College
;Plans 1967

Father's
Encouragement
for ,College

196Z

Mother's
Encouragement
for College'

1967

Achievement Senior
P/SAT Verbal Score

Achievement Senior
P/SAT Math Score

Educational,
Expectations
Senior Year

Application to a'
College,SeniOr-Year

Acceptance by a
College Senior Year

Senior Class Rank

.

Figure:1., Structural-Model of Curriculum Placement Influences in the Adolescent Educational
Attainment Process*
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Table 1., Means,- Standard Deviations, And Metric InformatTon for Variables Employed in the

Structural Model (N =4.1607)

, Variable
Overall
Mean

Within-

Staildard

Deviation-

Father's EducatiOn 12.75
. ,Mother's Education 12.52

Back- Father's Occupation 41.58
ground 'Acquisition Index 9,62

Sex .55

Race ,* .14

1965 Ability 1-284.14

. Achievement 1965 1671.28

. Curriculum Plans t .53

Educational Plans , .69
1965 Peers' College Plans -59.73

. Father's Encouragement 83.11

.t.., Mother's Encouragement 83.89

1967 Curriculum Placement .60.,

Achievement 1967 1719.45
Peers' College Plans 60,70

1967 Father's Encouragement 82.50.
Mother's 'Encouragement 82.83

Senior
i.,, Year

Educational Plans . .63

Applied to College. .45

Accepted b4 College .19

aqievement-Verbal 403.77
Achievement - Math 416,25...

enior Class Rank 62.83

2.75
2.30
20.54
2.72
.50

.35

11.53

76.65.'

.50

.46

20.92
14.25
13.77

Sch8o1

Standard
Deviation*

o

2.51
2.15

19'.08

2.62

.50

.27

' 10.79

4

%b.

Metric
Information

Years of Schooling
Years of Schooling
Duncan SEI,
Number of Rooms + Baths
Female=1; Male =O

Black=1; .Noh-Black=U

SCAT Test Score (Total)

71.57: '.STEP Test'ScOre (Total
- Academic=1; Ottrer=0

o .45' ____College=1.; Other=0

W%15 Percent Planning College _.

13.96 Percent of EncoUragement
13:54 Percent of Encouragement

.49
;

.47 Academic=1; Other=0

76.59
26.88 -
-14.35

14.01

72.50- STEP 'Test Score (Total)

8.68 Percent Planning College
14.05 Percent of Encouragement
13.69 Percent of Encouragement

.

.48 .45 ,

:50 . . .49

.39 .37,

116.4 111.94
.

129.24 124.13
,029.57 29.56

College =1; Other=0
es=1; No=0 .

,Yes=1; No=0
PSAT/SAT Tesi Score--(Total)
PSAT/SAT Test Score (Total
Percent of Class Below

*These afire the pooled within-School Standard deviations''employed in the analyses.

4%.

1
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Table 2. Parameter Estimates for the Reduced Form and Structural Equations in the Adolescent Attainment"Mbdel:

Dependent
Variables.

Ability, Ninth Grade'Outcomes, and Curriculum Placement **

_Independent Variables

W O HOED FAOCC ACQUIS SEX RACE ACHY -9ApILLEL,_ CUPy.9 EDEX-9 PRPL-9 FAEN-9 MOEN-9 R
2

ABILITY ( .497)- ( .643) ( .041) 'r"( -.227) ( -1.130) ( -9.864) .154.116* .128* .072* -.055* -.052* -.251*

ACHV-9 4.137) ( 4.267) .202) ( -1.735) ( 4.860) (-50.807) .128,
°-.145* .128* .054* -,.064* .034 -.195*

1.260) ( .541) -.034) ( -.419) ( 11.406) ( '6.315) ( 5.791) .772
.044* .016 -.009 -.015 .079* .024 .873*

CUPL-9 .,016) ( .004) ( :001) ( -.078) ( -.087) .084.084* .110* .138* .004 -.079* -.049*
'.007) ( .012) .003) ( .005) ( ( .105) ( .019)

. .241.035 .054* .107* . .028 . -.057* .059* .431*

EDEX-9 ( .017) (

.097*,
.015)

.074*

( .002)

.081*

( ,002)

.113

( -.090)

-.101*
.000-
.5 t

.052

( .012) ( .008) ( .001) ( .005) ( -.077) .122) ( .011) ; ..117,055* .038 .061* .029 -:086* .075* .277*

PROL-9 ( 1.274) ( 1.234) ( .163) ( .165) I'- 6.066) ( -7.536)
.098.118* .098* .115* .016 -.111* -.076*

( 916) ( .769) ( .134) ( .329) (--5.250) ( -.420) ( .721) .168.085* .061* .094*, .032 I -.096* -.004 ',.281*'

'FAEN-9 ( .549) ( .159) ( .066) ( .034) ( -3.322) (. -.00459)
.048.099* .024 .091 *. .006 -.118* -.9

( .447)_( .027) ( .058) ( .081) ( -3.091) (_ 1.558) ( .069
.080* .004 .080* .015 -.110* 081 ..204)158*

.
MOEN-9 ( .093) ( .449).-

.071*-
( .054)

--076*

( ,.044)
.009

( -4.434)

-.163*
1.621)
.033

m /--" .044

, 2( 173) ( .333) ( .047) ( .085) ( -4.230) 3.395) .180) .061.001 .053
f

.066* .016 -.155* .069* .143*
.

4

CURRIC '( .017) ( %028) ( .003) ( .007) ( -.143) ( -.088)
.102-.089* .130* - ..104' .037 -.051*

( .007) ( .016) ( .002) ( .011)

.7.151*

( -.120) ( .020) .280

(

.036 .

.000) (

.071*
.011)

.071*
( :001) (

.063*

.010)
.127*

( -.100)
,064*

('- .06) .007) ( .001) ( .204) ( .111) -.001) ( .02) ( -.000) .380.002 .048* .031 .053* -.106* .037
:(

.151* ..179* .212* .106* .069* .073* -.002

Coefficient greater than or equal to 1.96 times' itOstindarierror; standlrdized and raw (in parentheses)

coefficients.

**
FAED, Father's Education; WED, Mother's. Education; FAOCC, Father's OccupitionOCQUIS, Acquifition ACHV -9,

STEP Achievementin Ninth Grade; CUPL-9, Curriculim
Plans in4Ninth GraderEDEX -9. Educational Expectations in,

Ninth'Grade; PRPL-9. Peers' College Plans in Ninth Grade; FAEN -9,
POEN -9, Father's and Wther's Encouragement fa:

Collegf in Ninth GrideCCURRIC, Curriculum
Placement; ACHY -11, STEP Achievethent

in Eleventh Grade:, PRPL -11. Peers'
6,

College Plans in Eleventh Grade: FAEN-11, M3EN711.-Father'sand
Mbther's EncouragementfoiCollege in Eleventh

GradeLP/SAT-V, P/SAT-N. Verbal and Math Achievement Scores in Twelfth grade; Min, Senior Class Rank; PEX-SR,
Senior- Educational ExpebtationsitAPPLIED,,ApOlicatiotb:C011ege;40MiTED.:kceptine.by-a

College:4



Table 3. Parame rEstimates for the,Reduced Form and Structural Equations in the Adolescent Attainment Model:

Pepe ent

Eleventh Gra Outcomes**

Independent Variables
,c

RACE ABILITv ACHY -9 CUPS -9
Vari les FAiD HOED FAOCC ACQUIS SEX
*.

.

,ACH 11 ( .316) ( .956) ( .011) ( .212) ( -6.346) (-13.022) ( 1.525) .625) ( 8.037)
.011 .028* .003 ..008 -.044* -.049* ..227* .617* .054*

. ( .309) .( .751) ( -.004) ( .026) ( -4.393) (-14.268) ( 1.397) .602) ( 4.047)
.011 .022 -.001 .001 --.03p. -.054* .208* .595* .027

. , . !..,,,....

PRpl. -11 ( '.248) ( 1.032) ( .046) ( .404) ( -5.507) ( i.098) ( .025 .075) ( 1.767)
.024 .086* .034 .041. -.107* .012 .010 .208* .034

( .244) ( .932) ( .039) ( .314) ( -4.555) ( :491) ( -.038) .063) ( -.177)
.024 .078' - .029 .177* -.013.032 -.088* .005 -.016

FAEN-11 ( .372) ( .060) (_ .022) ( .164) ( -1.742) ( 1.010) ( -.026) .009) ( 1.764)
.066* .Q09 -.030 .031 -.062'1. .020 -.020 .045 k064*

( .370) ( .002) ( .018) ( .113) ( .1.211) ( -:674) ( -.062) .013) ( .658)
.066* .000 .024 .021 c -.042 .013 -.04717 .013 .023

MOEN-11 ( .207) ( '.291) ( .015) ( .104) (- -3.119) ( 2.625) ( -.048) .010) ( _1.968)
.038 .046 .020 .020 -.113* .053* ..-.038 , .05? .070"

( .205)- ( .227) e( .010) ( .046) ( -2.506) ( 2.234) ( -.088) .003) ( .714)'
.038 .036 .014 .009 -.091* .045* -.069 .015 .025

',

Coefficient greater than or equal to 1.96 tires its standard error;. standardized and rati(in parentheses)

coefficients.

*15ee Table 2 for variable abbreviations.

A 2A-

EDEX -9 PRPL -9 MEN -9

( .301) ( .051) (' =.0081 (

.002 . .023 -.0n2
( -1.871) ( .038) ( -.n57) (

-.012 .014 -.011

( 3.644) ( .255) ( .108) (

.063" .270* .059
( 2.586) ( .244) ( .085) (

.045 .258* .046

( 2.178) ( -.016) ( .354) (

.069* -.030 .352*
( 1.576) ( -.022) ( .341) (

.050 -.042 .339*

( 2.887)
(

(
.088)

(

r7) .090*
'( 2.204) ( .(111) ( .073) (

-.072* .003. .074* .,

tt

I4 EN-9

-.031)
-.006

-.030)
-.006

.044)

.023

(

CURRIC

19 512)

.126*

R
2

.iin

.790

.312

.045) ( 9.507) .331
-.024 .174*
.kmrt

.059) .240

.057

.060) '( 5.409) .250

-
.058 .181*

.297) .260
4 .294*

.298) ( 6.1321 .288

.295* .210
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Table 4. Parameter Estimates for the Reduced Form and Structural Equations in the Adolescent Attaineenbebdel:

Twelfth Grade Outcomes**

.,4

\--.---
' 'Independent Variables

Dependent
Variables FAED) MOED FAOCC ACQUIS SEX

P/SAT -V . 0 ( 1.577) ( 1.144) ( .264) ( -.911) ( -50433)
.039 .022 .045' -.021 -.024

( 1.571) ( .973) ( .251) ( -1.065) ( -3.810)
.035 489 043* -.025 -.017

( 1.282) ( .462) ( .249) ( -1.109) ( -.392)
.029 .009 .042' -.026 -.CO2

P/SAT.M ( 1.4291 ( .639) ( -.029) ( 1.288) (-47.900)
.025 .011 -.004 -.027 -.192'

( 1.411) ( .145) ( -.065) ( .841) (-43.207)
.029 .GS3 -.010 .018 -.173*

( .1.155) ( -.415) ( -.071) ( .776) (-39.589)
. .023 -.007 -.011 .016 -.158'

SMUT* ( .334) ( .185) ( -.032) ( ..313) (' 4.309)
.028 .013 -.021 -.028 .072*

I ..333),( .148) ( -,035) ( -.346) ( '4.E58)
-:028 .011 -.022 -.031 .072

(. .265) (9' .010) ( -.018) ( -.380) (- 5.370)
111" . . .023 - .001 -.024 -.034 .- .090*

20E1 -SR (s,z .009) ( .005) ( .001) ( .:001) ( -.083)
.051 .026 .0601 -.007 -.091'

t .009) ( .002) ( .0011 ( -.004) ( -.048)

- (-.
.050* .009 : .049* -.026 -.053*
.007) ( i7.001) ( .001) ( -.005) ( -.030)
.040 . -.004 .443 -.032 -.033

. ...,

.APP1.1E0 ( Ai)* ( .004) ( .nolP ( .007) (( .028)n
.017 .038 -.029.098' .030

( .019) (--'.001) ,( .001) (
.005) ( ..001)

.097' .005 '1 .022 .025 -.001
( .017) ( -.001) ( .000) ( .004) ( .014)

) .089' -.005 .1117 .020
-....;.

40611TED

.

( .00l)-f 001) ( .002) ( .002) ( .001)
.008 .00) .086' .013 .001

4 .001), ( -.001) i .002) (' .000) ( .016)
.007S:'10.N....006 .0806 .003 .022

( .000) 11,2:002),J1 .001) ( -.000) ( .025)
.000 -.013 . .076* -.001. .033

7

.--

RACE

( 11.991) (

.029
( 10.955) (

.027

( 19.131) (

.047*,

(-18.284) (

(-21.2761-'(
-.047*

(-15,158) (

-.034* -

( -2.893) (

-.027

( -3.116), (
.,..029

'( -1.246) (

-.012

( -176) (

.106'
(. .153) (

.093*
( .158) (

.096'

( .116) (

.055*
( .099) (

.056'
( .10) (

.061'

(( .025) (

.018
( .015) (

.011
( .014) (

.010

ABILITY

2781) (

:26e

2.675) (

.258'

1.845) (

.178'

4.442) (

.386*

4.125) (

.359*

3.485) (
.303*

tali), (

.150'

.389) (

.142

.220) (

.080

.005) (

.129
, ..001) (

.074

.002) I

.059

.006) (

, .125'
-.004) (

.086

.003) (

.067

.002) (

.048

.001) (

.019
401) (

.019 .....

r

ACNY-9

.831) (

, .531'

.812) (

.519'

.441)' (
.282' .

.494) (

.285'

.439) (

.253*

.135) (

.078

.090) (

.2)7'

.085) (

.207* ,
#.008) (

.020

.001) (

.090r
. .000) (

.026

-.000) (

-.062

.001) -(

.143'

.001) (

.097'

.000) (

.009

.001) (

.144*

.001) (

.106e
..000) (

.077

CUPL-9

10.995) (

.048'

7.679) (

.033 ,

4.946) (

.022

20.775) (

.082' .

11.190) (

.044*

8.953) (

.035

-.405) (

-.008
.1.208) (

-.020

-1.659) (
-.027

.087) 1
.094
.016) (

.017

.012) (

.013

=:112) (

.112'

.057) (

.058'

.053) (

.053'

.443) . (

.057

.012) (

.016

.010) (

.013

282X-9

-5.126)
-.020

-6.932).
-.028

-6.494)
-.026

12.110)

.044'

6.890)
.025

6.689)
,:024

3.400)
.051

3.012y
.045

3.139)
.047

.214)

.211'
k.176)
.173'

.166)

.263'

.146)

.134'
.111)

.107'
.109)

.101*

.074)
'' .084*

.057)
.069*

.051)

.061*

ae.

PRPL-9 ''

I .117)
.028

( .097)
.024

( .076)
.019

( .252)
.055

( .196)

.043*

( .149)
.033

( .035)
.032

( ..031)

.029

( )

,-c009

( ,.002)
,--,=,,.112

(,,-.M01)
.087'

.001)

.057'

.002)

.125
.002)

.107'

.001)

.00,

.001)

.094*

.001),

.081*'

.001)

.065*

FAEM-9.

( '-.208)
-.026

( -.248)
-.031

( -.279)
7.035

( -.099)
-.011

( -.215)
-.024

I -.224)
-.025.

( -.011)
.005

( -.019)
-.009

( -.043)
-.020

.002)

.066

.001)

.039

tCCO)
.011

.001)
, .025
( .000)

.006
( -.001)

-.020
'T. ,,,,

(1.4'4000)

-.004
( -4000)
.-.018'

( -.001)

-.042

MOEM-9

( .037)
.005

( .039)"(
,005

( -.015) (

-.002

( -.386)
-.042

I -.3821 (

-.042,,
( -.485) °(

-,053*

( -.001)-
-.000

( -.001) (

-.000
( .028) (

, .013
_

I -.000)

( -.000) (

-.008
( -.001) (

-.024

( -.000)
-.003

(--.000) (

-.002
( -.000) (

-.000

( .001)

.435

( -.4001) (

0354.

( .001) (

.023

CURRIC

-

16.216)
.068

2.112) (

.009 -

46.876)
.177*

33.905) (

.128'

3.486)
.055
.590) (

.009

.346)

.360'

.295)- (

.306'

.265)
.256'
.218) (

.211

:154)
.194*

.130) (

.164'

ACITY-1I

.F13) (

.397'

4
.492) (

.287'

(

.295*

.

.001) (

.112m

.001): (

.119'

.000) (

.025

PRPL -11

:002)

.000

.114)

.024

.07a%

.069*

.012)

.121

..,

.002)

.096'

.

.001)

son*

FAEX-11

( .149) (

.019

( -.001) (

-.000

( .0o4) (

_044

_( .002), (

.064*

( -.ow) (

.065'

( .002) (

.058

MOC,M -11

. 213)

.026

.376)

..141-

-.116)
..05,4

.001)
A .031

.003)

.006

.001)

.023

S

4
2

.672

.675

.710

60.1

.621

.640

.

.163

.165

.189

.298

.378

.399

.263

. .324

.439

.132

155

.164

. , Coefficient great!r than,or equal to 1.96 times its standard error; standardized and reie=Sln parentheses)
'...

-11-;;C:

. coefficients.,
, . -., ..

, ;.
10SI* Table 2 for Viriable abbreviations.
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4

E t'mates of Bias in Curriculum Effect Parameteti Due to Omission of Pre-Enrollment' Controls IN=1607)

Coefficient for
urriculum

Enrollment**

A. Total" Effects

of Curriculum, NO
Pre-Enrollment

` Controls

B. Total Effects
of Curriculum WITH
Pre-Enrollment
Controls

A

Dependent Variables

'ACHV-11 PRPL-I1 FAEN-11 MOEN-11 EDEX-SR APPLIED ADMITED 07SAT-V P /SAT -M ANK

:1764 .2662 .2790, '.3123'' .4411 4346: -:2461 .1091. .2129 .0819,

. .

.1264 .1739 .1808 .2104 ,3595'. .2561 .1943 .0680* .

04Total Effects Bias 39.6% 53.1% 54.3% 48.4% 22.7% 30.7% 26.7%

D. Structural Effect
of.CurridUlum, NO
Pre-Enrollment
Controls

Structural Effect
of-Curriculum
Pre-Ehrollment
Controls-.

F. Structural
Effects Bias

Stru- ctur41 R2*

NO. Coiltrois 2480
-WITH Copt,i'O's ...7905:- .3310

nit

60-

.3474. .2505

---r.

/

20.0%

.0g54*

.1'818 .0047* -.1398' .0110*

.3063, .2114. .1636 .0080' \.1.1283

13.4% 18.5% 11.1%

,

.1578 .3724. .3143 ,1553 . Agt- .6347. -.1875
:2879'. .3992 3388 _ :1642 .7095 _ :6404. .1894

.9.0%

.
o significantly, .different, from zero at a <

404010.4:cd'0,01-ci6.0j700fted-!
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